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Major significance

• Proposal that biota could regulate
climate
– Hypothesized possible mechanisms
– More data was needed to support theory

• Stimulated a great deal of scientific
interest

• Cited 1203 times!
• Many assumptions made



What we knew before

• Radiation—Twomey 1977, indirect
effect

• Gaia hypothesis – Lovelock 1974
• Aerosols (SO4

2- ) as CCN
• Global sulfur budget – Andreae 1985





Global Sulfur budget

 
Bates, T. S., Lamb, B.K., Guenther, A., Dignon, J., Stoiber, R.E. (1992). "Sulfur
emissions to the atmosphere from natural sources." J. Atmos. Chem. 14: 315-
337.



DMS oxidation by OH

Finlayson-Pitts, B. F., Pitts, J.N. (2000). Chemistry of the upper and lower atmosphere. San Diego, Academic Press.



NSS-SO4
2- particles are the main contributor to

CCN
1) Significant fraction of submicrometer particles are

active CCN
2) Most CCN are composed of water soluble materials
3) The total number-population of NSS-SO4

2- agrees
with measured CCN population

4) Much of the light-scattering aerosol in marine air is
volatile at elevated temperatures

5) The turnover time of CCN is the same order as NSS-
SO4

2-





Three variables: L (liquid water content, gm-3)
                           N (number-density of droplets,
m-3)
                            r (droplet radius, m)

1) Hold r fixed: T      L       N        _
2) Hold N fixed: T       L        r        _
3) Hold  L fixed: T       DMS   N     r    _

----Twomey’s
effect

Potential effects of NSS-SO4
2- variations on cloud

properties
Basic
equation:
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1



Table 1





Global climate and DMS emission
                                                      A stable negative
feedback

Sea-to-air mass flux of
DMS:A: total ocean surface    T           A              F

K: transfer velocity
_C: concentration gradient across the air/sea
interface

T                                         F
DMS

CCN                                NSS-
SO4

2-
_

cooling

counteract



Climatic Feedback Loop

Figure 2



Atmospheric DMS
concentrations

• Independent of the rate of primary
production, the warmest, most saline,
and most intensely illuminated regions
of the oceans have the highest rate of
DMS emission to the atmosphere

• Key fact when considering possible
climatic feedback mechanisms



Gaia theory*
• Early after life began it acquired control of the

planetary environment
• This homeostasis by and for the biosphere

has persisted until the present
• Why would phytoplankton evolve to produce

DMS?
– Many theories for the mechanism, little supporting

data
• Reaction to salt stress
• Increased rainfall leading to more nutrients from land*Lovelock, J. E. and L. Margulis (1974). "Atmospheric homeostasis by and for the

biosphere. Gaia hypothesis." Tellus 26(1-2): 2-10.



Future work
• Intense study in many areas in attempts to

support or disprove the theory
– Biological role of DMSP & possible explanations

for its evolutionary development Simo, R. (2001). "Production of
atmospheric sulfur by oceanic plankton: biogeochemical, ecological and evolutionary
links." Trends in Ecology & Evolution 16(6): 287-294.

– Understanding ocean-atmosphere DMS fluxes Kettle,
A. J. and M. O. Andreae (2000). "Flux of dimethylsulfide from the oceans: A
comparison of updated data sets and flux models." Journal of Geophysical Research,
[Atmospheres] 105(D22): 26793-26808.

– Connection between DMS and CCN Pandis, S. N., L. M.
Russell, et al. (1994). "The relationship between DMS flux and CCN concentration in
remote marine regions." Journal of Geophysical Research, [Atmospheres] 99(D8):
16945-57. Reasonable agreement between observations and model


